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Abstract

In modern VLSI design, interconnection delay dominates thecircuit delay due to its heavy downstream

capacitance. Buffer insertion is a widely used technique forsplitting a long wire into several buffered

wire segments for circuit performance improvement. In this paper, we investigate buffer insertion issues in

structured ASIC design style. We design the layout for two dedicated buffers and extract the technology-

dependent parameters for evaluation. Furthermore, we propose post-routing channel migration techniques,

which employ intra-channel migration and inter-channel migration, to deal with the sub-channel saturation

problem during buffer assignment.Compared to the baseline designs with4X-buffer at the CLB output,

our proposed structured ASIC design and optimization techniques improve the circuit performance

by 67.5% and the ratio of wire delay to gate delay from 8.2 to 0.8.

I. I NTRODUCTION

In the deep sub-micron era, mask cost has increased dramatically due to lithographic difficulties. The

one-time-use mask is no longer affordable for small-volumeASIC designs. This results in a high-cost

threshold for conventional standard cell ASIC designs. To amortize mask cost, some pre-fabricated design

styles have been proposed. Those design styles provide different levels of pre-fabrication: device level, gate

level, semi-chip level, and full-chip level. Among them, structured ASIC is a semi-chip level pre-fabricated

design style. Most of the masks are fixed except the contact mask and some via masks. The functionalities

and the interconnections are specified by properly assigning the contacts and the vias. It is also known as

the via patterned gate array (VPGA)s [1]–[7]. With low non-recurring engineering (NRE) costs and medium

circuit performance compared with the conventional standard cell design, structured ASIC provides a new

alternative for circuit designers in terms of the mask cost,programmability, and performance.
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Since interconnection delay dominates circuit delay in modern VLSI design, buffer insertion becomes an

important technique. The interconnection delay results from the parasitic resistance and capacitance on a

wire. Since downstream capacitance can be greatly reduced by buffer insertion, the interconnection delay

can be reduced at the expense of extra buffer area. Van Ginnecken exploits the special properties of Elmore

delay model and proposes a dynamic-programming based algorithm for buffer assignment [8]. Gao and

Wong optimally solve the buffer planning problem by using a graph-based algorithm [9]. In the standard

cell design style, there are a set of buffers in a cell library. CAD tools select the potential critical paths and

place buffers on those paths. Post-layout buffer insertioncan be done by slightly modifying the placement

and routing results. In the FPGA design style, plenty of switch buffers reside in the switch blocks. These

switch buffers explicitly cut off the downstream capacitance at the cost of fairly large gate delay overheads.

In the structured ASIC design style, the downstream capacitance would become a crucial problem because

neither different driving-strength gates nor switch buffers could be used. To solve this problem, dedicated

pre-fabricated buffers may be a solution. The aforementioned issues motivate us to design dedicated buffers

for the interconnections. We design the layouts of two dedicated buffers and extract the technology dependent

parameters for evaluations. In addition, buffer assignment and channel migration algorithms are proposed

for timing optimization.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The preliminary background knowledge and the motivation

of this paper are given in Section II. Section III presents the layout of our buffered structured ASIC and

buffer assignment algorithm. Section IV illustrates our channel migration algorithm. The experimental results

are drawn in Section V. Section VI concludes this paper.

II. M OTIVATION

In this section, we give the background of island-style FPGAs followed by island-style structured ASICs.

After that, we address the buffer insertion issues for structured ASIC design.

A. Island-style FPGA

Island-style FPGA architecture is a well-known chip level pre-fabricated design style [10] [11]. There are

two major components in an island-style pre-fabrication,logic componentandrouting component. The logic

componentis composed of configurable logic blocks (CLB). Each CLB contains a set of basic logic elements
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Fig. 1. Island style pre-fabrication

(BLE) to realize both combinational and sequential logic functions. Moreover, therouting componentconsists

of routing channels, connection blocks, and switch blocks.The routing channels are made up of several

routing tracks. The connection blocks are used to determinethe connectivities between the I/O of CLB

and the routing tracks. The switch blocks are used to determine the connectivities between different routing

tracks in different routing channels. Therefore, with tracks, connection blocks, and switch blocks,routing

componentsare capable of interconnectinglogic components. Figure 1 briefly illustrates island-style pre-

fabrication.

A LUT-based FPGA is a representative of island style pre-fabrication. The field programmability of FPGA

is based on both the SRAMs and the transmission gates. In alogic component, the truth table in a LUT

can be stored in the SRAM to realize different combinationaland sequential logic functions. In arouting

component, an electric switch is necessary for implementing each possible connectivity. The electric switch

can be realized by using either transmission gates or pass transistors. Additionally, the control signal of

electric switch can be stored in an SRAM. Hence, we need at least 8 transistors (2 for transmission gate

and 6 for its corresponding 6T SRAM) for each possible connectivity. By using the transmission gates

and SRAMs, circuit designers can flexibly implement variouscircuits in an FPGA by properly configuring

the control bits stored in the SRAM. However, the configurable SRAM occupies a large area and hence

increases wire length as well as wire capacitance. Furthermore, the transmission gates also incur a high
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capacitive load due to the diffusion capacitance. These possible connectivities thus become a performance

burden for pre-fabricated design styles. Switch buffers are commonly used in FPGA to drive the capacitive

load at the cost of additional buffer delay in each switch block.

B. Island style Structured ASIC

Structured ASICs have been proposed to balance the mask cost and circuit performance gap between

standard cells and FPGAs. Several previous research works use the island style pre-fabrication in their

structured ASIC design [1] [4] [12]. Thelogic fabric of a structured ASIC is used to replace thelogic

componentin an FPGA, while therouting fabric is used to replace therouting component. Both SRAMs

and transmission gates are replaced by mask-programmable vias. Therefore, structured ASIC provides mask

level programmability instead of field programmability.

In a structured ASIC design style, the device masks and the metal masks are pre-fabricated to be shared

among different designs. In contrast to the device and metalmasks, only via masks must be re-designed.

Hence, the NRE cost of a structured ASIC is relatively low compared with that of a standard cell ASIC.

Since the transmission gates are replaced by vias in a structured ASIC, the diffusion capacitance in the

interconnections is substantially reduced. The commonly used switch buffers in a traditional FPGA design

are not required in a structured ASIC design. The removal of transistors in SRAMs, transmission gates,

and switch buffers greatly improves the chip density as wellas the circuit performance. Compared to the

FPGA, a structured ASIC trades field programmability for circuit performance.

C. Buffer Insertion Issues for Structured ASIC

Modern VLSI design must carefully take into account the problem of large downstream capacitance due

to multiple fanouts and long wires. In the standard cell design style, there are different driving-strength logic

gates and buffers to be selected in a cell library. Hence, thecapacitive problem can be alleviated by using

the concept of logical effort [13]. In the FPGA design style,the capacitive problem is directly neutralized

by switch buffers, since the switch buffers split a long wirewith a high capacitive load into several buffered

wire segments. However, the problem of a large capacitive load would be a serious issue for a cost-efficient

structured ASIC design style because neither different driving strength gates nor switch buffers can be used.

To solve the problem of large downstream capacitance,pre-fabricated buffersare proposed [12].Zhang
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and Sapatnekar propose a layout-unaware statistical scheme to estimate the distribution of pre-

fabricated buffers by using Rent’s rule. They optimistically assume all pre-fabricated buffers within

a “tile” can be freely utilized [12]. However, the exact buffer locations and the pre-fabricated metal

wires are key challenges to support buffer assignment.In this paper, we will also use pre-fabricated

buffers to solve the large capacitive load problem. Buffer assignment can be implemented by using mask-

programmable vias. We will first study where to put the pre-fabricated buffers to gain the best performance

and then propose an algorithm for buffer assignment based onour proposed locations for pre-fabricated

buffers.

III. B UFFERDESIGN AND EVALUATION

According to island-style architecture, there are two possible candidate locations for pre-fabricated buffers,

the logic fabric and routing fabric. In this paper, we will evaluate the performance when the buffer is in

each location. For simplicity, in the following paper, the buffer pre-fabricated in thelogic fabric is denoted

as thelogic fabric buffer (LFB), and the buffer pre-fabricated in therouting fabric as therouting fabric

buffer (RFB).

In this section, we design a pilot CLB with an LFB. Then, the CLB dimension is used to design the

RFB. After that, we extract the technology-dependent parameters from our designs for simulation. A buffer

assignment algorithm is proposed to evaluate three types ofbuffer locations: LFB, RFB, and both LFB and

RFB. Finally, we summarize the simulation results.

A. Buffer in Logic Fabric

The N LUT-based design can be implemented in a 2N-to-1 multiplexer (MUX), where the LUT inputs

are assigned to MUX selection signals and the 2N LUT-minterm values are assigned to MUX inputs. Pass-

transistor (PT) and transmission-gate (TG) designs are commonly used for MUX implementation. A PT-based

MUX is area efficient as compared to a TG-based implementation at the cost of poor signal integrity [13].

In this work, we use TG-based MUX implementation.

To improve area efficiency, Patel et al. propose anN LUT logic fabric by using a 2N−1-to-1 MUX, where

one LUT input with both positive and negative phases can be assigned to the MUX inputs (source/drain

diffusions), denoted diffusion input [1]. However, the capacitance of diffusion input varies according to the
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TABLE I

PRE-LAYOUT SIMULATION RESULTS OF TWO4-LUT IMPLEMENTATIONS

4-LUT Worst case(ps) Best case(ps) Ratio (%)
8-to-1 MUX (with diffusion input) 4.08E-10 9.31E-11 439
16-to-1 MUX (w/o diffusion input) 4.38E-10 1.66E-10 264
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combinations of MUX selection signals. To understand the impact of varying capacitive load, we perform

pre-layout simulations on two 4-LUT implementations, one 8-to-1 MUX with diffusion input and one 16-

to-1 MUX without diffusion input. The pre-layout simulation results of both implementations are reported

in Table I. According to the results, the 8-to-1 MUX encounters large delay variation due to the diffusion

input compared to the 16-to-1 MUX implementation. Hence, weuse a 16-to-1 MUX without diffusion

input as our 4-LUT in ourlogic fabric. Next, because the input capacitance of each MUX input differs,

we fine-tune the input buffers such that the 4-LUT delay is minimal and every MUX input capacitance is

identical. After that, we add a D-type flip-flop to the output of the 4-LUT to form a CLB.In order to

select a suitable buffer size, we performSPICE simulations from 1X-buffer to 10X-buffer on TSMC

0.18µm technology. The CLB delay, slew rate, and power consumption results are drawn in Figure 2.

Since the slew rate improvement is reduced on buffers largerthan 4X-buffer, we tentatively select

4X-buffers in our design. A comprehensive analysis for buffersize selection will be discussed in

Section III-C.

Finally, a via-programmable 4X-buffer and 1X-buffer are placed at the output of the CLB. The CLB
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Fig. 3. Schematic of a CLB with output buffers

schematic and corresponding input buffers are drawn in Figure 3. A complete CLB layout with TSMC

0.18µm technology is shown in Figure 4. The CLB layout dimensions are33µm×29µm. We will use these

dimensions forrouting fabric design.

B. Buffer in Routing Fabric

Since the connectivity of therouting fabric is programmed by vias, the underlying unused device area

can be directly used for buffer location. We design the via-programmable RFB under the routing channels

so that over-the-cell routing tracks are able to use the RFB when there is heavy downstream capacitance.

Jumper metals are used for RFB input/output and routing track selections [1]. Figure 5 draws the schematic

of our RFB and sub-channel designs. In our RFB and sub-channel design, metal1 (M1) is used for RFB

input and output. Metal2 (M2) and metal4 (M4) are sub-channel routing tracks. Metal3 (M3) and metal5

(M5) are jumper metals.

In each sub-channel, there are two possible signal directions. Therefore, each RFB contains two buffers

to support different signal directions. The complete layout dimensions of our RFB are 7.07µm× 4.5µm.

According to the layout dimensions of CLB (33µm×29µm) and theM2 wire pitch (0.66µm), there are 4

horizontal (⌊33/7.07⌋) and 4 vertical (⌊29/7.07⌋) underlying RFBs. Each RFB contains 12 (2×⌊4.5/0.66⌋)

routing tracks in 2 metal layers. Hence, there are total 12 routing tracks and 4 RFBs (8 buffers) in each
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Fig. 4. Pilot layout of a logic fabric
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Fig. 5. The schematic of RFB and sub-channel designs

sub-channel. To improve the area utilization, sub-channels are connected back-to-back to form a routing

channel with shared power/ground signals. Finally, we use our crossbar switch block to interconnect tracks

in different routing channels [14].

C. Simulations on Buffer Assignment

We use an FPGA placement and routing tool,VPR [10], as our simulation platform. The technology-

dependent parameters fromSPICEsimulation and the predictive technology model (PTM) [15] are listed

in Table II. All the benchmark circuits fromMCNC are optimized, mapped, and packed by usingSIS[16],

FlowMap [17], andT-Vpack[10], respectively. After that, we perform placement and routing by usingVPR.

To alleviate the delay impact caused by downstream capacitance, we assign buffers to the candidates

on the path with the maximum circuit delay. After the buffer assignment, we update the path delay

and identify a new path with the maximum circuit delay for fur ther buffer assignments. Therefore,

the maximum circuit delay can be iteratively reduced. Figure 6 illustrates our post-routing buffer
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Algorithm Buffer Assignment
Initialization

#bu f = number of unassigned buffers
C = all possible buffer assignment candidatesci

P = φ
static timing analysis

Begin
do

S= {ci ∈ (C\P)|ci is on the path with the maximum delay.}
foreachci in S

if ((downstream capacitance ofci > Cth) && (# bu f > 0))
assign buffers toci

update #bu f
update path delay

end if
end foreach
P = P∪S

while ((|S| > 0) && (#bu f > 0))
End

Fig. 6. TheBuffer Assignmentalgorithm

assignment algorithm.In this algorithm,C represents the set of all possible buffer assignment candidates.

For the LFB assignment,C is the set of total CLBs, while for the RFB assignment,C is the set of total

2-pin wires.P represents a set of processed buffer assignment candidates. S represents a set of candidates

on the critical paths. TheCth is the threshold capacitance for buffer assignment. TheCth can be obtained by

computing the optimal buffer insertion under the Elmore delay model [13]. Based on our TSMC 0.18µm

library, the derivedCth is 28f F . We setCth to 30f F in our experiments. If the downstream capacitance of a

candidate exceeds the thresholdCth, we assign a buffer to cut off the downstream capacitance. For the LFB

assignment, only one 4X-buffer in CLB can be assigned. For the RFB assignment, the underlying buffers

of the 2-pin wire can be assigned. The algorithm repeats execution until either the number of candidates or

the number of unassigned buffers is zero.

We conduct a series of pilot experiments to evaluate variousLFB and RFB configurations. The

average simulation results are summarized in Table III. Rows LFB represent the results of various

LFB sizes. RowLFB + unused CLB represents the result taking all unused CLBs as buffers. RowLFB

+ RFB represents the result with the combined LFB and RFB assignment. All the delay results are

normalized to the result of 1X-LFB in column Dratio. We record the ratio of wire delay to gate delay

of the new critical path after buffer assignment in column Dw/Dg to demonstrate the effectiveness
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TABLE II

0.18µmTECHNOLOGY DEPENDENT PARAMETERS USED INVPR

Parameter Value

1X-CLB delay (ps) 438
4X-CLB delay (ps) 485
1X-T seqin (ps) 630
1X-T seqout (ps) 227
4X-T seqin (ps) 623
4X-T seqout (ps) 331

1X-Buffer resistance (Ω) 4512
4X-Buffer resistance (Ω) 1144

1X-Buffer capacitance (f F) 3.6
4X-Buffer delay time (ps) 25.3

Routing track resistance (Ω) 5.66
Routing track capacitance (f F) 9.41

Routing track pitch (µm) 0.66

TABLE III

SIMULATION RESULTS OF DIFFERENT BUFFER ASSIGNMENTS

Buffer assignment Buffer size Dratio (%) Dw/Dg

LFB 1X 100.0 32.6
LFB 2X 53.5 16.9
LFB 4X 29.8 8.2
LFB 6X 22.1 5.7
LFB 8X 18.2 3.9

LFB + unused CLB 4X 27.8 7.6

LFB + RFB 4X 10.4 0.8

of pre-fabricated buffers. From Table III, both circuit per formance and the ratio of wire delay to

gate delay are greatly improved when we use large LFB. However, with the size of LFB increases,

the aforementioned improvement rates are drastically reduced especially when the LFB size is larger

than 4X. Therefore, we cannot tackle capacitive load problem by using LFB only. Similarly, according

to the result of using unused CLBs as buffers, we can slightly improve circuit performance and the

ratio of wire delay to gate delay. However, the maximum channel width may be increased since extra

routing wires are required to make use of the unused CLBs. In order to keep the placement and

routing results unaltered, we suggest not to use the unused CLBs for buffer assignment. Finally, the

combined LFB and RFB assignment achieves the best results interms of circuit performance and

the ratio of wire delay to gate delay. Based on the above simulation results, we select4X LFB and

RFB in our design.

IV. CHANNEL M IGRATION

The final layout of our CLB and routing channel is drawn in Figure 7. Since the numbers of RFBs are

fixed, we cannot use unlimited RFBs in routing channels. In some cases, many critical nets assigned to the
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Fig. 7. Logic fabric with LFB and RFB

same sub-channel compete for a limited number of buffers. A sub-channel issaturatedif all the underlying

buffers are assigned. Hence, we need to “borrow” buffers to solve this saturation problem. There are two

buffer candidates of asaturatedsub-channel. One is from the adjacent sub-channel within the same routing

channel and the other is from the adjacent channel as illustrated in Figure 8. To utilize the buffer from an

adjacent sub-channel, track swapping is required to move the critical wire from thesaturatedsub-channel

to an unsaturatedsub-channel. Since the buffer assignment is within the samerouting channel without

performance degradation, we denote this asintra-channel migration. To utilize the buffer from an adjacent

channel, we directly assign a buffer from the adjacent channel to the critical wire without performing track

swapping. Since the assigned buffer location is changed with some performance degradation, we denote this

as inter-channel migration.

We combine the two migration techniques into our channel migration algorithm to deal with the sub-

channel saturation problem in Figure 9. The first phase of ourchannel migration algorithm isintra-channel

migration. Given a source trackS within a saturatedsub-channel, we select a target trackT from an

unsaturatedsub-channel and compute the corresponding migration interval. The migration interval is an

interval which contains a set of wire segments for source andtarget track swapping. The minimum feasible

migration interval without bisecting any wire segment inS and T can be obtained byS∪T. All assigned

buffers within the migration interval are then released as unassigned buffers. After that, we compute the
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Algorithm Channel Migration
Initialization

S= Source track of asaturatedsub-channel
migration= f alse

Begin
foreach target trackT in an unsaturatedsub-channel

compute migration intervalS∪T
release assigned buffer within migration interval
compute unassigned buffersSU andTU

compute required buffersSR andTR

if((SU ≥ TR) && ( TU ≥ SR))
perform intra-channel migration
migration= true
break

end if
end foreach
if(! migration)

if(number of unassigned buffers in adjacent channels> 0)
perform inter-channel migration

end if
End

Fig. 9. TheChannel Migrationalgorithm

numbers of unassigned buffersSU and required buffersSR from track S and the numbers of unassigned

buffersTU and required buffersTR from trackT within the migration interval. Then, track swapping (intra-

channel migration) can be performed if the numbers of unassigned buffers are greater than or equal to the

numbers of required buffers, denotedSU ≥ TR and TU ≥ SR. If there is no feasible track for swapping, we

assign an unassigned buffer from adjacent channel to the critical wire segment (inter-channel migration).

Figure 10 illustratesintra-channel migration. In Figure 10(a), TracksS and T represent routing tracks
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within saturatedand unsaturatedsub-channels, respectively. The line drawn in red indicates the wire

segment requires buffer assignment. The line drawn in greenindicates the migration interval. Assume that

the migration interval spans 7 channels. The vectors in Figure 10(b) indicate the numbers of unassigned

buffers and required buffers in all sub-channels. Since allelements in vectorSU are greater than or equal

to the corresponding elements inTR (SU ≥ TR) and all elements in vectorTU are greater than or equal to

the corresponding elements inSR (TU ≥ SR), intra-channel migrationis performed in Figure 10(c). Vectors

S′U and T ′
U list the numbers of unassigned buffers afterintra-channel migration, whereS′U = SU −TR and

T ′
U = TU −SR. Figure 11 illustratesinter-channel migration. The migration interval is the same to that of

Figure 10(a). The vectors in Figure 11(a) indicate the numbers of unassigned buffers and required buffers.

Notice that there is no feasible track for swapping sinceTU 6≥ SR. Therefore,intra-channel migrationis not

allowed. Since there are unassigned buffers (SU [4] = 2) adjacent to the saturated sub-channel (SR[5] = 1),

inter-channel migrationcan be performed. Hence, the numbers of required buffers from track S become

S′R, whereS′R[4] = 1 andS′R[5] = 0. As illustrated in Figure 11(b), vectorsS′U and T ′
U list the numbers of

unassigned buffers afterinter-channel migration, whereS′U = SU −S′R andT ′
U = TU −TR.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We conduct a constrained RFB assignment to evaluate our structured ASIC design and optimization algo-

rithms. The post-routing buffer assignment and channel migration algorithms are integrated intoVPR [10].

The experiment is performed on an IBM X3550 2.5GHz Xeon Server with 32 GB memory. All the benchmark

circuits fromMCNC are optimized, mapped, packed, and pre-placed by usingSIS, FlowMap, T-Vpack, and

VPR, respectively.

In our first experiment, the priority of RFB insertion is the same as the proposed algorithm in Figure 6

until a sub-channel saturation occurs. Then, the channel migration algorithm is performed to seek unassigned

buffers from adjacent sub-channels and channels. Table IV shows the results. TheProfile, Baseline, andRFB

columns represent benchmark circuit profiles, baseline designs with 4X-buffer at the CLB output, and our

RFB design with constrained buffer assignment, respectively. The circuit profilesCLB, 2-pin, Level, andDim

represent CLB number, 2-pin net number, circuit level, and circuit dimension, respectively. Elmore delay

model is used to compute the wire delayDw. The gate delay is derived fromDg = gate delay×gate level.

The Delay, Dw/Dg, andDimp columns represent circuit delay, ratio of wire delay to gatedelay, and delay
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(a) Migration interval computation

(b) Unassigned and required buffers beforeintra-channel migration

(c) Unassigned buffers afterintra-channel migration
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(a) Unassigned and required buffers beforeinter-channel migration

(b) Unassigned buffers afterinter-channel migration
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TABLE IV

THE RESULTS OF CONSTRAINEDRFB INSERTION

Profile Baseline RFB
Circuit CLB 2-pin Level Dim Delay Dw/Dg Delay Dimp (%) Dw/Dg

apex4 1262 5750 7 36×36 1.64E-08 3.4 7.20E-09 56.1 1.0
ex5p 1064 5074 8 33×33 1.74E-08 3.2 6.65E-09 61.7 0.6

bigkey 1707 8473 4 54×54 2.79E-08 12.5 4.61E-09 83.5 1.2
des 1591 7957 7 63×63 2.51E-08 6.8 5.97E-09 76.2 0.9
spla 3690 17514 9 61×61 2.91E-08 5.3 1.12E-08 61.6 1.4
frisc 3556 17234 23 60×60 4.86E-08 15.0 1.56E-08 68.0 0.3
clma 8383 38940 16 92×92 5.68E-08 6.2 1.37E-08 75.9 0.8
diffeq 1497 7234 14 39×39 1.76E-08 5.9 8.84E-09 49.8 0.2
dsip 1370 7468 4 54×54 3.31E-08 15.0 4.53E-09 86.3 1.2

elliptic 3604 17491 18 61×61 4.84E-08 22.4 1.13E-08 76.6 0.5
ex1010 4598 20686 9 68×68 3.81E-08 7.2 1.06E-08 72.2 1.3

seq 1750 7984 8 42×42 1.59E-08 2.8 6.98E-09 56.0 0.7
misex3 1397 6379 8 38×38 1.45E-08 2.9 7.40E-09 49.1 1.0
tseng 1047 5244 13 33×33 1.61E-08 6.8 8.54E-09 47.0 0.3

average 8.2 65.7 0.8

TABLE V

THE RESULTS OF CONSTRAINEDRFB INSERTION WITH AND WITHOUT CHANNEL MIGRATIONS

Without channel migration With channel migration
Circuit Delay Dw/Dg RFB Delay Dimp (%) Dw/Dg RFB Intra Inter

apex4 7.20E-09 1.0 6655 7.20E-09 0.0 1.0 6670 16 15
ex5p 9.27E-09 1.2 1629 6.65E-09 28.3 0.6 2528 1 2

bigkey 4.61E-09 1.2 2289 4.61E-09 0.0 1.2 2289 0 0
des 5.97E-09 0.9 1582 5.97E-09 0.0 0.9 1582 0 0
spla 1.76E-08 2.8 5902 1.12E-08 36.5 1.4 10416 3 5
frisc 1.56E-08 0.3 3376 1.56E-08 0.0 0.3 3376 0 0
clma 1.37E-08 0.8 43324 1.37E-08 0.0 0.8 43436 94 116
diffeq 8.84E-09 0.2 1443 8.84E-09 0.0 0.2 1443 0 0
dsip 4.53E-09 1.2 1870 4.53E-09 0.0 1.2 1870 0 0

elliptic 1.51E-08 1.0 3575 1.13E-08 25.3 0.5 6111 1 1
ex1010 1.15E-08 2.1 7844 1.06E-08 8.0 1.3 10785 3 1

seq 1.31E-08 2.6 1259 6.98E-09 46.9 0.7 3865 2 3
misex3 1.15E-08 2.1 1969 7.40E-09 35.7 1.0 2766 1 1
tseng 8.54E-09 0.3 817 8.54E-09 0.0 0.3 817 0 0

average 1.3 82.5% 12.9 0.8 100.0%

improvement as compared to the baseline designs, respectively. As Table IV shows, the ratio of wire delay

to gate delay is reduced from 8.2 to 0.8. Overall performanceimprovement is 65.7%.

Our next experiment examines the effectiveness of our channel migration algorithm. Table V compares

the results without channel migration to the results with channel migration. ColumnsRFB, Intra, and

Inter represent the number of assigned RFB, the number of intra-channel migrations, and the number of

inter-channel migrations, respectively. From Table V, ourchannel migration algorithm improves circuit

performance by 12.9%. Additionally, the ratio of the wire delay to gate delay is reduced from 1.3 to 0.8.
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Fig. 12. Comparison of buffer assignment algorithms

To understand the performance gap between our constant threshold capacitance (Cth) buffer

assignment and delay-optimal buffer assignment algorithm[8] [9]. We perform simulations on

wires with lengths from 1 channel to 20 channels. All channels are eligible for buffer assignments.

Figures 12(a) and 12(b) compares the wire delays and buffer numbers, respectively. The average

performance gap between constant threshold capacitance buffer assignment and optimal buffer

assignment algorithm is 3%. Therefore, the constant threshold capacitance buffer assignment achieves

near optimal results with very low run-time complexity.

Figure 13 compares the average delay improvement of layout-unaware buffer assignment [12] and

our layout-aware buffer assignment with 4 RFBs (8 buffers) ineach sub-channel. In layout-unaware

experiments, all buffers within the same channel are “layout-unaware”, which can be freely utilized

without limitation (sub-channel saturation). Therefore, we can assume that the result of layout-

unaware buffer assignment is performance upper bound of layout-aware buffer assignment. The

dotted and dashed lines indicate the average delay improvements of our buffer assignments with and

without channel migration, respectively. According to Figure 13, we conclude that the results of our

channel migration technique are close to the performance upper bound of layout-unaware estimation.

Finally, we draw the RFB utilization map of a small circuit,apex4, in Figure 14. We separate the

horizontal and vertical routing channels into two matrices. Since there is more than one sub-channel in a

routing channel, we compute the lump sum of assigned sub-channel RFBs within each routing channel. We
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use a darker color to represent a routing channel with a higher number of assigned RFBs and use a lighter

color to represent a routing channel with a lower number of assigned RFBs. According to the utilization

map from Figure 14, there are severalsaturatedrouting channels. Our channel migration techniques flatten

the buffer requirements for a better buffer assignment ratio.

VI. CONCLUSION

Buffer insertion is a widely used technique for splitting a long wire into several buffered wire segments for

interconnection delay optimization. We have designed layouts of structured ASIC logic and routing fabrics

with pre-fabricated buffers.According to our simulation results, 4X-buffers are used as our logic

fabric buffers and routing fabric buffers. Additionally, we propose a post-routing buffer assignment
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algorithm for circuit performance optimization. Furthermore, intra-channel and inter-channel migration

algorithms are proposed for buffer assignment within asaturatedsub-channel.Compared to the baseline

designs with 4X-buffer at the CLB output, our proposed structured ASIC design and optimization

techniques improve the circuit performance by 67.5% and theratio of wire delay to gate delay from

8.2 to 0.8. Additionally, the circuit performance improves 12.9% by using our channel migration

algorithm.
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